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Electrically tilting drum blender for and with 200 liter container

FEATURES
· SIEMENS PLC control
· Drive motor made in Germany 
· Swiss made lifting drive
· SP200 type SpanSet belt holders
· 200 l stainless steel drums made in Germany
· Maximum specific product weight: 0,8 kg/l ecoline
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Tilting drum blender MIXOMAT C-SE 200 ecoline

Driving:        Mixing drive: Geared motor 0.37 kW 
       Electrical connection 1 x 230 V, 50 Hz 
       Transmission via chain.
        Lifting drive: Electrical linear actuator 0.75 kW

Holder:        Drum holder type SP (drum is hold by the means of two SpanSet belts). 
       Very simple and comfortable to use.

Container:        200 l drum from stainless steel AISI 304. 
       Surface: Mill finish. With lid and seal from silicone. 
       With two handles (spot-welded). 
       With mixing cross (baffles) for faster mixing.

Control:        Control unit built in the mixer base. It contains basically following operating controls: 
       Main switch, Emergency stop, monochrom display (Siemens), with integrated 
       PLC-control (Siemens Logo). The control consists basically on following functions: 
       lifting/lowering of the drum, adjustable time and speed (from 10 to 20 rpm). 
       Menu in English, German, French or Russian. 
       With 3 m of supply wire. Without plug connector.

Security:        The machine may be set only into operation with a safety device which comply 
       with the CE machinery directives. It can be a mechanical fence, a light curtain 
       or an other device that contains a security switch. The switch can be easily wired 
       to the control unit, which is prepaired for it. 
       On request we can provide a standardized safety cage.

Mixer base:        Size C-SE2 (Type electrically tilting housing). 
       Construction in three parts consisting on a socket, a tilting base and a 
       control hood from mild steel, thermolaquered, colour RAL 6017 (may green). 
       Mixer shaft in ball-bearings.

Functionality:      The drum must be transported to the drum blender by the means of a hand pallet truck. 
       After clamping by the drum holder, it will be lifted into the mixing position. 
       The blending process can now be started. 
       The height of the pallet or or transporting device must be 140 +/- 10 mm.

General:      Electrically tilting Blender for drums 200 l 
       Max. allowed bulk density: 0.8 kg/l 
       Max. filling degree of drum: 70% 
       Weight: approx. 220 kg (incl. drum holder and empty drum)


